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Ocean and water basically cover the major parts of our planet. To obtain the best utilization of the underlying
resources on these parts of the Earth, people have made some research advancements. Specifically, the
research on underwater wireless acoustic sensor networks (UWA-SNs) has made great progress. However,
wide deployment of UWA-SNs is far from a reality due to several reasons. One important reason is that
offshore deployment and field-level experiments of ocean-centric applications are both expensive and labor
intensive. Other alternatives to attain this objective are to conduct simulation or experimentation that
can reduce cost and accelerate the research activities and their outcomes. However, designing efficient
and reliable simulation and experimentation platforms have proven to be more challenging beyond the
expectation. In this article, we explore the main techniques (including their pros and cons) and components
to develop simulation and experimentation platforms and provide a comprehensive survey report in this area.
We classify simulation and experimentation platforms based on some typical criteria and then provide useful
guidelines for researchers on choosing suitable platforms in accordance with their requirements. Finally, we
address some open and un-resolved issues in this context and provide some suggestions on future research.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Unlike terrestrial wireless sensor networks (WSNs), underwater wireless acoustic sen-
sor networks (UWA-SNs) have many unique characteristics [2, 78, 108, 114, 122].
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Consequently, the issues involved in UWA-SNs have been an active research topic since
2000 [22, 35, 58]. However, there are still many challenges in this area that need to be
solved before a wide deployment of such networks. One such challenge lies in develop-
ing new and well-designed simulation or experimentation platforms while considering
suitable and cost-effective software and hardware components, simulation tools, pro-
tocol frameworks, sensors, and so on [67, 82]. Experimentation platforms in particular
are more crucial while conducting research in UWA-SNs. This is because by conduct-
ing simulations, emulations, or experimentations with these platforms, researchers can
validate, debug, and test underwater protocols with low cost, and they can shorten the
turnaround period of protocol design at the same time. Until now, researchers have de-
veloped many experimentation platforms for terrestrial WSNs. However, the entities in
UWA-SNs communicate over temporally and spatially varying acoustic channels that
have totally different characteristics compared with terrestrial radio communication
channels in terms of path loss, multipath transmission, propagation delay, Doppler
spread, noise, and so on [2, 45]. Therefore, experimentation platforms developed for
terrestrial WSNs cannot be directly used for UWA-SNs.

To design suitable simulation tools and real testbeds1 for UWA-SNs, researchers en-
countered more challenges than they expected at the beginning. First, modeling time
varying and frequency-selective underwater acoustic channels precisely is challenging
[105], which makes it even harder to design both accurate and reliable simulation
tools or experimental testbeds. To deal with ever-changing underwater communica-
tion channels, acoustic modems are a critical part of UWA-SNs as these are used in
designing and implementing self-adaptive protocols in accordance with time-varying
environments to improve experimentation accuracy, flexibility, and efficiency. Second,
it is very expensive to set up experimental testbeds for UWA-SNs compared to that
for terrestrial WSNs in terms of deployment, hardware, and maintenance costs. Third,
due to the difficulties and less effort made in this direction of research, there are only a
limited number of practical experimental testbeds developed to evaluate communica-
tion and networking protocols. Fourth, evaluating and comparing the performance of
different simulation or experimentation platforms in real-world scenarios effectively is
not only difficult but also an open problem.

Even though the research on building simulation and experimentation platforms is
difficult, the emerging potential applications and the increasing research interests have
motivated researchers to design and develop new affordable, user-friendly simulation
tools and field-level experimental testbeds. Consequently, these advancements encour-
age rapid progression in UWA-SNs. Over the years, many simulation platforms and
field-level testbeds have been developed that either use software-based components or
more sophisticated hardware-based experimentation components. The underwater re-
search community has also put a lot of effort into reducing the gap between simulation-
based and real field-level deployments to ease the transition from the laboratory-level
simulation and emulation to the real field-level experimentation.

In general, to simulate, evaluate, validate, or test underwater protocols, researchers
currently rely on three techniques, that is, software-based simulation, hardware-based
simulation, and real field-level experiments using testbeds [128]. In order to reduce the
cost, a mathematically modeled physical layer is typically used in software-based sim-
ulation. Hardware-based simulation is also called emulation, where the physical layer
models are substituted by real underwater acoustic modems. Performance evaluation
using software-based simulation or hardware-based simulation are much less expen-
sive compared to that with real field-level experimental testbeds. The reason is that
evaluating the performance of certain systems via simulation is more convenient, as it

1An experimentation platform is often named a testbed throughout this article.
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allows researchers to design different system scenarios by varying network topologies,
traffic patterns, channel propagation, and so on. Moreover, simulation can be conducted
repeatedly for large-scale networks at relatively low cost.

However, both software-based and hardware-based simulation techniques cannot be
replaced by real field-level experimental testbeds, as these techniques have their own
limitations. For example, simulation tools usually take a subset of real environmental
variables that lead to an approximately simplified model for channels or environmental
dynamics. Furthermore, these techniques sometimes take the hardware features into
account, which significantly impairs the performance of the system [86]. On the other
hand, real field-level experiments are typically conducted in real environments using
real sensor nodes to test or verify designed protocols. Roughly, such experiments can be
conducted on a small scale (e.g., in a water pool) or in real-world scenarios by deploying
the testbeds in a lake, a river, or in the ocean over a long period of time in a large
scale. Although each technique has its own pros and cons, the researchers may need all
these different techniques (e.g., simulation, emulation, and real field-level experiment)
during different design phases before deploying an application for real underwater
sensor networks.

Several survey articles summarize many aspects, such as communication and time
synchronization techniques [22, 46–48], channel behavior and dynamics [105], medium
access control (MAC), routing and networking [8, 19, 24, 92], deployment and local-
ization [18, 43], architecture and testing of underwater acoustic sensor networks [26,
44, 117]. In [22], the authors provided an overview of some key techniques in this
context, such as the point-to-point underwater communication techniques and net-
working protocols. In [105], the authors presented a tutorial-type overview on channel
propagation models and their statistical characteristics of such networks. The article
[44] summarized the main challenges and approaches in designing the applications of
UWA-SNs. The authors also discussed about some additional issues and components
of such networks, such as hardware, simulation tools, dynamics of underwater envi-
ronments, development of experimental testbeds, and so on. Recently, one article [24]
came out that provided an overview of current ongoing research activities in UWA-SNs
and summarized the gradual development of physical, MAC, and routing protocols of
such networks. Though these survey articles have given valuable advices and sugges-
tions on simulators and testbeds, they really did not focus on underwater testbeds, and,
consequently, the discussion of these survey articles were not complete.

Until now, some researchers have conducted survey on only simulation tools and
testbeds developed for terrestrial WSNs [49, 52, 70]. For example, in [49], the authors
presented a comprehensive survey on testbeds and experimental tools developed for
WSNs and then provided an in-depth discussion on the current and future issues
involved in this direction of research. Some comparison-based survey articles for
UWA-SNs came out recently as well. For example, in [102], four ns-2-based simulation
tools are studied and compared in terms of different properties. SUNSET and DESERT
are compared in [89]. In [126], SUNSET and SeaLinx are evaluated and compared
based on several performance criteria.

Although the aforementioned literature has contributed to the experimental research
issues of corresponding tools and testbeds in UWA-SNs, a comprehensive review on
underwater simulation platforms and field-level experimental testbeds is still missing.
Therefore, in this article, we select 17 typical simulation and experimentation platforms
that can conduct simulation, emulation, or even real field-level experimental testing
for researchers, as shown in Table I, and aim to present a survey of the state-of-
the-art testbed platforms developed since 2004. The motivation of this article is to
facilitate research in UWA-SNs and assist researchers in the design of such type of
platforms. More specifically, the contribution of this survey article is twofold. First, this
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Table I. Selected Simulation and Experimentation Platforms

Platform Release year Institution Laboratory
Seaweb 1995/2004 US Navy and Universities The Office of Naval

Research
Aqua-Lab 2007 University of Connecticut Underwater Sensor

Network Lab
UPPER 2007 National University of CES Systems and Networking

Research Lab (SysNet)
Aqua-Sim 2009/2015 University of Connecticut Underwater Sensor

Network Lab
UANT 2009 University of California, Los

Angeles
Networked and Embedded
Systems Lab

Aqua-Net/Mate 2009/2013 University of Connecticut Underwater Sensor
Network Lab

UW-Buffalo 2012 University of New York at
Buffalo

Wireless Networks and
Embedded Systems Lab

DESERT 2012 University of Padova NAUTILUS project Lab
SUNSET 2012/2013 Sapienza University of Rome UWSN Group Senses Lab
SeaLinx 2013 University of Connecticut Underwater Sensor

Network Lab
UnetStack 2014 National University of Singapore Acoustic Research

Laboratory
Ocean-TUNE (UCONN) 2014 University of Connecticut Underwater Sensor

Network Lab
Ocean-TUNE (UW) 2014 University of Washington Fundamentals of

Networking Lab
SUNRISE (LOON) 2014 NATO Science and Technology

Organization
Centre for Maritime
Research and
Experimentation

SUNRISE (Porto) 2014 Porto University Underwater Systems and
Technology Laboratory

SeaNet 2015 Northeastern University, Boston Department of Electrical
and Computer Engineering

Ocean-TUNE (WaterCom) 2015 University of University of
California, Los Angeles

Networked and Embedded
Systems Laboratory

article presents a survey on underwater simulation and experimentation platforms and
identifies research challenges, metrics, and future trends, which will help researchers to
design more novel and practical testbeds. Second, we summarize 17 different platforms
in terms of components, functionalities, features, and limitations as well as provide
specific guidelines and recommendations that will help researchers to choose suitable
research platforms according to their specific requirements.

To illustrate the advancements in underwater testbed research, in this article, we
generally categorize the selected testbeds into three groups (e.g., lab-level experimen-
tal testbeds, short-term experimental testbeds, and long-term field-level experimental
testbeds) based on the deployment scale, cost, and testbed characteristics, as shown
in Table II. The lab-level experimental testbeds (e.g., Aqua-Lab, UPPER (Underwater
Platform to Promote Experimental Research), SeaNet, UANT (Underwater Acoustic
Networking plaTform), Aqua-Sim, and University of Washington- (UW) Buffalo) mainly
focus on lab-level experiments and testing. Their deployment costs are relatively low
and can conduct small-scale experiments. They are suitable for early-stage testing and
for beginners to become familiar with underwater communication environments. The
short-term experimental testbeds (e.g., Aqua-Net, SeaLinx, UnetStack, DESERT, and
SUNSET) can actually conduct both lab- and field-level experiments. However, com-
pared with those testbeds specifically designed and deployed for real field-level long-
term experiments, this group of testbeds is mainly used for short-term experiments or
testing. They are of medium to high cost, and the deployment scale is between medium
to large. Most of them support seamless transition among simulation, emulation, or
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Table II. Categorization of Simulation and Experimentation Platforms

Categorization Main Features Testbeds
Lab-level experimental testbeds Low cost Aqua-Lab

Small-scale UPPER
Early-stage testing SeaNet
Suitable for beginners UANT

Aqua-Sim
UW-Buffalo

Short-term experimental testbeds Medium to high cost Aqua-Net/Mate
Medium to large scale SeaLinx
Short-term testing UnetStack
Seamless transition support DESERT

SUNSET
Long-term field-level experimental testbeds High cost and large scale Seaweb

Long-term field testing Ocean-TUNE (UCONN,
Heterogeneous testbeds UW, WaterCom)
Remote access and control SUNRISE (LOON,

Porto)

even real field-level testing. The long-term field-level experimental testbeds (e.g., Sea-
web, Ocean-TUNE, and SUNRISE (Sunrise)) mainly focus on real field-level long-term
large-scale deployment with high cost. They are generally equipped with heteroge-
neous components, such as underwater static nodes, autonomous underwater vehicles
(AUVs), unmanned underwater vehicles (UUVs), or surface nodes. They also support
remote access and control function, as these testbeds are usually deployed far from the
shore in the ocean.

The rest of the article is organized as follows. In Section 2, the main components
of simulations and experimentation platforms are introduced. We elaborately explain
the metrics of testbed design in Section 3. In Section 4, Section 5, and Section 6, we
discuss lab-level experimental testbeds, short-term experimental testbeds, and long-
term field-level experimental testbeds, respectively, and present a detailed comparative
discussion of each type. The advices and recommendations on choosing simulation and
experimentation platforms are offered in Section 7. Finally, Section 8 concludes the
article with some directions on future research.

2. COMPONENTS OF SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENTATION PLATFORMS

The simulation and experimentation platforms are usually composed of software-
based components, underwater modems, static or mobile sensor nodes, and user inter-
faces [22]. Among the software-based components, simulation tools, a protocol stack,
and an operating system (OS) are used to control the entire system. The acoustic
modems are in charge of data transmission in the testbeds. There are usually many
static or mobile sensor nodes in testbeds to sense or collect data from specific ap-
plications. On the other hand, the user interfaces are developed for researchers to
communicate with or pass commands to the testbeds while conducting simulation,
emulation, or field-level testing. In this section, we discuss the main components of the
simulation, field, and lab-level experimentation platforms.

2.1. Software-Based Components

Among the software-based components, the simulation tools, underwater protocol
stack, OS, and channel simulators are notable and important. The simulation tools
include commercial, customized simulation software written by researchers or other
free open source networking software. Until now, researchers have developed many
well-known networking software, such as OPNET [77, 120], Omnet++ [13, 76], and
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ns-2 [73], which are suitable to simulate/emulate underwater sensor networks. Among
these, ns-2 is the most reliable well-known open source discrete-event simulator, which
provides a large volume of protocols, networks, and application models to more than
600 institutions scattered over 50 countries around the world. Ns2-Miracle is the ex-
tended version of ns-2 that has new libraries to support cross-layer message exchange
facilities and allows multiple protocols to exist in the same protocol layer [11]. More
importantly, it uses the Bellhop ray-tracing software [94] in the physical layer to pro-
vide more realistic underwater acoustic channels for World Ocean Simulation System
(WOSS) [17, 41]. Besides the commercial network simulators, researchers have written
many customized simulation software using C and C++ languages [16]. Linux is the
typical OS, deployed on the hardware of testbeds and sensor nodes [71].

Since software-defined radio (SDR) has the capability to substitute conventional
hardware components by software ones, it has many advantages for UWA-SNs [29, 54,
72]. For example, to deal with the harsh underwater communication channel, it is desir-
able to design software-defined modems (SDM) using SDR, which is adaptive with the
changing communication techniques due to the complex and variable environments [20,
32]. GNU (Gnu’s Not Unix) radio is one of the most popular SDR architectures, which is
usually used to design advanced modulation schemes while building an early prototype
of some systems. GNU radio provides many separate blocks to build prototypes rapidly,
such as blocks to conduct signal processing, and so on. These blocks are connected log-
ically with each other to perform specific functions one after another, which are the
substitution of real hardware components in the design phase of early prototypes [40].

2.2. Underwater Acoustic Modems

Underwater acoustic modems are essential parts of the simulation and experimen-
tation platforms. A more detailed comparison among different underwater acoustic
modems is provided in [24, 33]. In this section, we briefly describe some commercial
modems, research-oriented modems, and SDMs [20].

Some off-the-shelf commercial acoustic modems are available for researchers, and
the most well-known commercial underwater acoustic modems include LinkQuest [57],
Teledyne [109], EvoLogics [36], AquaSeNT [7], DSPComm [34], Tritech [112], Devel-
ogic [30], AppliedOceanSystems [6], and so on. These modems mainly ensure reliable
communication with low Bit Error Rate for the applications in both shallow and deep
water when the data rate is below 10Kbps. The communication distance can be from
several hundred meters to several kilometers, and the maximum transmit power can be
as high as 60W. Commercial modems are mainly based on reliable point-to-point long-
distance communication, and hence these barely allow researchers to tune hardware
parameters while testing novel protocols and applications [104].

To satisfy the requirements of the research community, a modem should be config-
urable while evaluating the performance of different underwater applications, protocols
and algorithms. For example, researchers should have the flexibility to fully reprogram
the modem (e.g., select the modulation mode) with self-adaptive networking proto-
cols [14, 55]. Until now, several research-oriented modems have been developed for
the research community, such as the WHOI (Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution)
Micro-Modem, rModem [118], and so on. The WHOI Micro-Modem is one of the most
well-known modems, and it was designed initially for small low-cost autonomous under-
water vehicles, such as REMUS [97]. However, at the later stage, navigation equipment
as well as the feature to choose phase-coherent high-data-rate communication modes
and transmit power were added. The data rate of the communication modes can range
from 80bps to 5400bps, and the power consumption can range from 8W to 48W [39].

rModem is also a reconfigurable modem, which is designed to simplify cross-layer
optimization-based experimentation studies [9, 104]. Its field programmable gate array
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Fig. 1. The structure of an underwater sensor node.

enables researchers to choose carrier frequency from the [1−100]kHz range. With
Simulink toolbox [104], researchers can reach modem hardware to handle data trans-
mission or events recording related activities [9]. rModem can work with an omnidi-
rectional Teledyne transducer (e.g., AT-408) and allows multiple-input-multiple-output
transmissions by using its four configurable input and output channels [9]. Although
rModem is reconfigurable, the protocol stacks and its Simulink tool need to be run on
a personal computer (PC), which may impair its performance.

The functionalities of hardware-based modems all can be replaced by software-based
implementation in SDMs, such as signal detection, error correction, modulation, and
demodulation, and so on [20, 37]. Furthermore, with SDM, it is more convenient to dy-
namically select suitable communication techniques in accordance with ever-changing
ocean environments to achieve optimal performance [31, 71, 95].

2.3. Static and Mobile Sensors

In order to set up a real field-level testbed, both static and mobile sensor nodes may be
required to facilitate hybrid networking [59, 62]. Typically, the nodes are deployed on
the surface of the ocean, inside the ocean, or near the sea floor [61, 63, 64, 122]. The
structure of a typical static underwater acoustic sensor node is shown in Figure 1, which
includes a central processing unit (CPU) to control the entire node, a transducer and a
modulation/demodulation module to receive or send messages, a bundle of sensors to
sense surrounding environments, a power supply module, and a data storage module.

Mobile sensor nodes are the essential parts of field-level experimentation platforms.
Typical examples of such nodes are free drifting sensor nodes [53], AUVs or UUVs
[65], or underwater gliders [101]. An AUV or UUV can move quietly and continuously
for months under the water according to its pre-planned configuration with its solar-
powered rechargeable battery [4, 60, 78]. The speed of one type of REMUS-class AUV
is about 1.5m/s, which consumes around 15W amount of power. However, when the
power consumption reaches about 110W, the travelling speed can reach up to 2.9m/s
[106]. Underwater gliders are some other type of free drifting nodes that can freely
drift throughout the ocean with little energy consumption [101].

3. DESIGN CRITERIA OF SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENTATION PLATFORMS

For any application, while designing a simulation tool or an experimentation platform,
researchers encounter many challenges. The key challenge is to cope with the high
temporally and spatially varying underwater communication channels and to provide
real-time self-adaptive platforms based on varying environmental conditions and dif-
ferent application requirements. Another challenge is to design a fully configurable
and flexible testbed that allows researchers to program or configure hardware or soft-
ware parameters for testing different novel protocols and algorithms efficiently and
accurately. Other challenges include time synchronization and event-timing; channel
accuracy; integration of simulation, emulation, field-level testing with seamless transi-
tion; cost and energy efficiency; remote access and control facilities of the testbed; and
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so on. With the intention to overcome the aforementioned challenges, we think that
the following criteria should be taken into consideration while designing a simulation
tool or an experimentation platform.

—Reconfigurability and cross-layer design support: A typical testbed should have a
flexible architecture and should be configurable at different protocol layers. This fea-
ture enables researchers to program the hardware and software components of the
testbed by adjusting parameters that cover a wide range of scenarios and conditions
of the applications. Basically, the success in constructing a testbed is greatly de-
pendent on these characteristics. Self-adaptability is also an important metric that
provides testbeds to have some sort of intelligence in responding to the event-related
dynamic environments. On the other hand, the acoustic communication channel
under the water is highly dynamic, and hence its capacity and the resultant com-
munication delay is location dependent or spatially and/or temporally variant or can
even be bursty by nature. To develop optimized protocols and algorithms with highly
dynamic and ever-changing underwater acoustic channels, testbeds should provide
a mechanism that allows researchers to exchange cross-layer protocol information.
If the lower layer information (e.g., link or physical layer) is available to the higher
layers (e.g., MAC, routing, transport, or even the application layer), then this allows
researchers to reconfigure and control testbeds in an adaptive manner to verify the
performance of newly designed protocols and applications.

—Efficiency and accuracy: The efficiency and accuracy of any arbitrary test or
experiment is greatly dependent on the architecture of the corresponding simula-
tor/testbed, its memory usage, power consumption, and so on. Among these, testbed
architecture, accuracy of the simulated/emulated channel, and time synchronization
are the most important factors. An accurate simulated/emulated channel ensures
that simulation tools or testbeds have accurate acoustic propagation models that
can capture the behaviors of real underwater acoustic channels. Consequently,
the corresponding simulators/testbeds can generate reasonable evaluation results
comparing with realistic application scenarios. Time synchronization is a primary
basis for real-time distributed sensor network applications, and hence simulation
tools and testbeds should ensure the occurrence of all events in a timely manner.

—Seamless transition support: Simulation, emulation, and field-level test have dif-
ferent roles in the lifecycle of application development. Integration of simulation,
emulation, or field-level test (SEFT), and their seamless transition are important for
any arbitrary tool or testbed. It is natural that researchers eliminate common errors
in protocols design through preliminary simulation without involving any underwa-
ter hardware. Then, the same functionalities that were verified in the previous phase
are emulated on real acoustic modems or underwater sensors to debug errors related
to underwater hardware. The last step is to implement protocols or applications on
field-level testbeds in the ocean for long-term testing and verification. Therefore, the
testbed that integrates simulation, emulation, and field-level testing greatly facili-
tates application development. For such type of testbeds, seamless transition among
different phases of the development without misleading information exchange is
important. Efficiency of the testbed is further dependent on how the actual code is
written for implementing different phases of a test or an experiment.

—Modem support: Underwater acoustic modem is an important component of testbeds.
Testbeds should support off-the-shelf commercial and research-oriented underwater
acoustic modems, and it is better to support different types of modems. A reconfig-
urable modem allows testbeds to change its configuration whenever it is necessary
in a flexible manner, which is beneficial in both cross-layer design and handling
environmental self-adaptation issues.
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—Free accessibility of the resources: Freely accessible testbeds allow a broader group of
researchers in having access on them for free and encourage collaborative underwater
research. To obtain the benefit from these open access testbeds, simulation tools
or software components should be downloadable from the Internet so researchers
can conduct pure-software-based simulation independently. As for open access lab
or field-level testbeds, the full or portions of the testbeds should be accessible to
ordinary researchers for conducting real field-level experiments remotely.

—Remote accessibility: Field-level testbeds are normally deployed in the ocean, and
hence remote access facility provides great convenience to researchers while con-
ducting experiments via Internet or cloud-based technology at any time. Researchers
should be able to access, control, and reconfigure both software and hardware-based
components of the testbeds remotely. Typical tasks that researchers do frequently
are hardware or network parameters configuration, functional mode selection, sensor
nodes initialization, and so on. Other tasks include uploading experiment-oriented
tasks, downloading experimental results, and so on.

—Deployment cost: Depending on different test targets and experimental requirements,
researchers may set up small-, medium-, or large-scale experiments. This is because if
the researchers always deploy large-scale experiments no matter the requirement is,
it will incur huge expense for them. To obtain the diversity in field-level experiments,
the testbed should be deployed in different geographic locations associated with
different environments. To satisfy the diversity requirements of a hybrid testbed,
there should be both static and mobile sensor nodes, such as AUVs, UUVs, or even
underwater gliders.

4. OVERVIEW OF LAB-LEVEL EXPERIMENTATION PLATFORMS AND THEIR COMPARISON

The lab-level experimentation platforms include Aqua-Lab, UPPER, SeaNet, UANT,
Aqua-Sim, and UW-Buffalo. In this section, we describe each testbed briefly that in-
cludes functional description, main features, limitations, and so on. Then, we provide
a comparative study among them based on the aforementioned design criteria.

4.1. The List of Lab-Level Experimental Testbeds

4.1.1. Aqua-Lab. The Aqua-Lab (2007) is a low-cost testbed equipped with real
modems, and was developed by University of Connecticut in 2007 [79]. As shown in
Figure 2, the testbed is comprised of laptops, WHOI modems, a mixer, a water tank,
an underwater speaker, and a hydrophone. The laptops control the acoustic modems
by sending commands through the serial ports. Then, these modems drive the under-
water speaker and hydrophone for acoustic communication under the water. Using
a set of software application programming interfaces (APIs), researchers can control
and reconfigure the modems to develop new applications or protocols. It also provides
a C-language-based emulator, and hence researchers can emulate network topology,
propagation delay, and attenuation to evaluate the desired algorithms and protocols
in a comprehensive manner. Aqua-Lab also has a sound mixer to emulate complex
underwater acoustic communication channels.

Features and limitations: Equipped with real WHOI modems, Aqua-Lab provides
low-cost configurable environments. It is suitable for beginners to set up their own
lab-level testbed. At the beginning, it helps them to become familiar with simple un-
derwater acoustic communication concept. However, it lacks in providing facilities for
subsequent development, and it cannot conduct complex simulations or experiments.
Another limitation is that it cannot emulate concurrent data transmissions between
only two modems.
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Fig. 2. A sample setup of Aqua-Lab.

Fig. 3. A sample setup of UPPER.

4.1.2. UPPER. UPPER (2012) is an ultra-low-cost (about $25–$60) DIY-inspired
testbed [1, 12]. To lower the cost of the testbed, the founders of this testbed use a
cheaper hydrophone that is connected to a sound card, in which they implement a
software-based modem using GNU radio. Therefore, the modulation and demodula-
tion of data including the signal processing block are implemented by GNU radio, and
hence it significantly reduces cost. The testbed structure is depicted in Figure 3 and
composed of two main parts: a shim layer and a physical layer. The shim layer provides
APIs to establish communication between remote users and the software modem for
the purpose of data or tone transmission, transmitting configuration commands to the
software modem, and so on. At the same time, it manages communication congestions
between the shim layer and the hydrophone. There are two versions of UPPER: v1 and
v2, with 6–10m and 30–60m communication ranges, respectively [12].

Features and limitations: UPPER is a DIY (Do It Yourself)-inspired cost-effective
testbed, and it allows beginners to set up underwater test environments easily in their
labs. Consequently, it is suitable for early underwater experiments, initial testing and
validation of the protocols, and applications being designed. The limitation is that the
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Fig. 4. The architecture of UANT.

testbed supports limited communication range, which is less than 60m due to the cost
constraints. For the same reason, it is not suitable for large-scale simulation and lacks
accurate underwater channel model in the simulation.

4.1.3. SeaNet. SeaNet (2015) was developed by Northeastern University in 2015 and
is a low cost, fully reconfigurable software-defined networking framework based on
acoustic communication media [28]. By leveraging the features of SDR (e.g., modular-
based architecture, flexible design, etc.), it provides fully reconfigurable protocol stacks
(e.g., physical, data-link, network, and application layers). Furthermore, it supports
cross-layer design and provides real-time adaptation facility to both communication
and networking protocols based on the change of environmental and application con-
ditions. For example, the physical layer provides an adaptation mechanism to protocol
designers in choosing forward error correction coding rate and modulation schemes
through some user-defined decision algorithms. The preliminary prototype of SeaNet
is made by using cheap commercial off-the-shelf hardware, and hence it incurs low
cost.

Features and limitations: SeaNet is a low cost, fully reconfigurable underwater
testbed for the next generation UWA-SNs, which is developed based on SDR. The
limitation is that it supports only the construction of preliminary prototypes, such as
experimentations in a small water tank. Therefore, further improvement is needed for
more comprehensive experiments.

4.1.4. UANT. UANT (2009) is designed to provide a flexible approach in modifying
system parameters without involving any specialized hardware components [71, 110].
With GNU radio and a well-known simulation tool TOSSIM (TinyOS Simulator) [40,
110], UANT provides configurable physical, MAC, and application layers. Consequently,
researchers can rapidly implement or compare their proposed schemes (e.g., protocols,
physical layer modulation schemes) with that running on a PC equipped with Linux
OS or TinyOS. The sample architecture of UANT is shown in Figure 4. It includes
the Universal Software Radio Peripheral transceiver [113], which is connected to a
hardware transducer, the GNU radio, the TinyOS-based TOSSIM simulator, and a
TinyOS-based or Linux-based application. GNU radio provides a configurable physical
layer for UANT. When researchers need to design new advanced modulation schemes,
they use the large library of modulation schemes and the signal processing blocks
offered by GNU radio for rapid prototyping without involving any specialized hardware.

UANT also provides reconfigurable application layer by deploying TinyOS or Linux
OS. UANT runs TinyOS applications on a PC equipped with TOSSIM. Since TinyOS
is a well-known open source OS designed especially for energy-constrained sensor
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Fig. 5. The architecture of Aqua-Sim.

networks, UANT uses it in constructing real underwater environments. To emulate the
exact environment, UANT changes the TinyOS configuration file to meet the specific re-
quirements of different underwater applications. Therefore, the programs implemented
for the simulation can be transferred to that to be deployed in real underwater sensor
network environments with little effort because of using the same OS. For more complex
applications, UANT relies on a Linux TCP/IP (Transmission Control Protocol/Internet
Protocol) stack by incorporating virtual Ethernet cards that assign IP (Internet Proto-
col) addresses to nodes equipped with TinyOS. Therefore, when the applications are in
the running mode, the nodes can communicate with each other via their IP addresses
through TCP/IP protocols. Another advantage of the TCP/IP protocol is that researchers
can configure MAC or physical layer to study the performance of specific applications.

Features and limitations: UANT is probably the first testbed that provides reconfig-
uration flexibility for both lower and higher layers of the underwater communication
protocol stack (e.g., physical, MAC, and application layers). UANT adapts well-known
open source tools, such as software-defined GNU radio, TinyOS, and Linux OS to pro-
vide cross-layer design flexibility to researchers. UANT is also a complete end-to-end
networking-based underwater test platform. Furthermore, with TinyOS, the programs
implemented for the simulation can be transferred to real underwater sensor networks
with little effort. The limitation is that it is hard to run GNU radio on embedded sen-
sors, and it is nontrivial to modify and test the original TinyOS and TOSSIM-based
terrestrial sensor networks for underwater communication. TinyOS also has a rigid
interface that makes the exchange of the entire physical layer in GNU radio with itself
very challenging [28].

4.1.5. Aqua-Sim. Aqua-Sim (2009-2015) is developed on the top of famous simulator
ns-2 [73], and perhaps the first complete packet-level simulation tool for underwater
networks. Its initial version was developed in 2009 [121], and the channel and physical
layer models were improved in 2013 and 2014, respectively [127, 128]. In 2015, ns-
3 [74] was introduced as the extended version of ns-2 [66]. In [121], as depicted in
Figure 5, Aqua-Sim includes additional underwater network protocols and can evolve
independently from the old ns-2 simulation package. Furthermore, similarly to ns-2,
Aqua-Sim follows the object-oriented design style, and hence additional functional or
protocol modules can be introduced as new objects.
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Fig. 6. The flow diagram of PE Model.

Since the initial version of Aqua-Sim used a basic acoustic channel model, the re-
searchers found that worse overall performance of previous all field-level experiments
is due to the long preamble in the data transmission period and low transmission
rate. Therefore, in [127], the channel model of Aqua-Sim is improved by considering
various factors (e.g., physical factors, environmental dynamics) jointly into account.
This version of Aqua-Sim responds to the physical factors and effects of ocean envi-
ronments by taking the refraction of acoustic signals into consideration. The refraction
of acoustic signals in such environments can happen due to various types of sediment
on the sea floor, such as sand, silt, clay, the depth of the water column, and the noise
generated from wind and wave effects. It also integrates a shallow water attenuation
model, namely Rogers Model [100], which considers the sediment type to make the
cases involved with more realistic transmission loss. Furthermore, two practical sys-
tem parameters that stem from the use of current commercial acoustic modems are
also taken into consideration.

In [128], based on the aforementioned work, the authors further improved the ac-
curacy of the simulation by integrating the parabolic equation (PE) model into the
physical layer as an alternative to ray-based model. One type of PE model, that is,
the Monterey-Miami Parabolic Equation (MMPE) [103], is selected for the simulator
to capture the acoustic signal propagation that is varying with the dynamics of sea
surface. However, when PE models are integrated with the physical layer, it not only
incurs high computational cost but also requires a long time to finish a simulation
task. Therefore, most of the PE models (e.g., MMPE ) cannot be directly integrated into
Aqua-Sim. In order to solve this problem, as shown in Figure 6, the MMPE model needs
to be run at first, and then its output can be processed using MATLAB to produce a
lookup table. This table is used to improve the simulation accuracy by providing precise
information of the channel propagation.

Features and limitations: Aqua-Sim is one of the few open source simulation tools
released for public use, and it can be downloaded from the Internet. Furthermore, it is
a packet-level simulation platform and provides abundant underwater networks pro-
tocols for researchers. It also provides three-dimensional structure of the environment
to be deployed in the simulation. Although it takes Rogers and PE models to improve
the accuracy of the simulated channel, these models may be more sensitive in shallow
water. Another limitation is that PE models generally incur heavy computational cost
compared to most of the ray-tracing models although PE models have a better pre-
diction on multipath transmission loss using Aqua-Sim. However, it should support
ray-tracing models to provide more accurate simulation channels.

4.1.6. UW-Buffalo. UW-Buffalo (2012) is designed to provide a shared reconfigurable
underwater networking platform based on Telesonar Benthos (SM-75) modem. In order
to cope with the ever-changing underwater communication environment, it adopts
cross-layer design by exchanging the information between the higher layers and the
link or physical layer [55]. The commercial Telesonar Benthos (SM-75) modem does not
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Fig. 7. The software architecture of UW-Buffalo.

provide an interface for researchers to implement self-designed MAC and networking
protocols. The reason behind this is that the original code blocks of these protocols are
embedded in the DSP (Digital Signal Processing) of the modem, and hence researchers
are not allowed to alter or reconfigure them. UW-Buffalo modifies the implementation of
the modem by integrating this with a Gumstix processor, which is a small well-known
programmable system board comparable in size to a stick of gum [42]. As a result,
this allows the research community to conduct advanced networking experiments as
required.

As shown in Figure 7, by leveraging the networking API, the Modem Management
Protocol (MMP) was developed in the Teledyne Benthos modem. The native protocol
layers of this modem are bypassed completely by shifting its original responsibilities
to Gumstix processor. With MMP, the modem can be controlled or reconfigured by
exchanging messages continuously between the Gumstix processor and the modem
while keeping the original implementation of physical and data link layers intact.
To facilitate the cross-layer design, a new module called cross-layer controller (XLC)
has been designed for controlling and regulating the information exchange among
different protocol layers. XLC requires the assistance of MMP to obtain the information
of physical and Logical Link Control layers by monitoring the status of the modem.
Typically, a set of parameters related to the physical status of the modem are monitored,
stored and updated in XLC. Similarly, the link and network layer information, such as
link reliability, channel contention, path latency, and so on, are stored and updated in
XLC for cross-layer design. The testbed includes both SM-975 and SM-75 modems of
Telesonar Benthos brand, and it integrates with an underwater emulator to simulate
different underwater channels for comprehensive experiment scenarios. It also has an
IP-compatible protocol stack for underwater Internet access [107].

Features and limitations: UW-Buffalo modifies the commercial Telesonar Benthos
(SM-75) modem to provide a reconfigurable cross-layer design-enabled platform. With
APIs and the XLC module, researchers can use the low-level information from the
link or physical layer to design cross-layer optimized protocols at the higher layer
(e.g., MAC, network, or even the application layer). Furthermore, it has IP-compatible
protocol stacks (e.g., IPv4 and IPv6) to facilitate Internet access. The limitation is
that its channel emulator is not comparable with real underwater channels and may
need a ray-tracing-based underwater acoustic model to improve the channel accuracy.
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Table III. Main Features of Lab-Level Experimental Testbeds

Testbed
Software or
Hardware

Modem
Support

Channel
Adaptability Cost

Cross-layer
Support

Aqua-Lab Written in C WHOI
Micro-Modem

Low Low —

UPPER GNU Radio Low-cost
Hydrophone

— Ultra
Low

—

SeaNet C++ with
Teensyduino

Teledyne
RESON
TC4013

High Low High among Four
Different Layers

UANT TOSSIM on
TinyOS

Low-cost
Transducer

Medium Medium High among
Three Different
Layers

Aqua-Sim ns-2 Benthos
Acoustic
Modems

Medium with
Rogers Models

Medium —

UW-
Buffalo

Gumstix on
Linux

Telesonar
Benthos SM-75

Medium with
Channel
Emulator

Medium Medium with a
Cross-layer
Control Module

Furthermore, its ability in terms of large-scale simulation is weaker than that of the
famous ns-2 simulator or TOSSIM.

4.2. Comparison among Lab-Level Testbeds

In Table III, we compare different lab-level experimental testbeds in terms of a set of
features, such as hardware or software component, supported modem, channel adapt-
ability, cost, and cross-layer design flexibility. In the following, we provide a more elab-
orate comparative study among these testbeds based on the aforementioned prominent
and relevant design criteria.

Reconfigurability and cross-layer design support: Reconfigurability option pro-
vides researchers the flexibility to adopt cross-layer interaction support while design-
ing experiments or to change the configuration of the testbed in accordance with
application-oriented or environmental dynamics. Both Aqua-Lab and UW-Buffalo have
flexible architecture and are equipped with reconfigurable modems. Aqua-Lab pro-
vides APIs to configure WHOI modems for various options, such as setting up diverse
functional parameters or selecting different functional modes, and so on, whereas
UW-Buffalo provides reconfiguration flexibility of its Teledyne Benthos modem. The
reconfiguration flexibility option of SeaNet is due to its SDR-based architecture. On
the other hand, the flexible architecture of UPPER and UANT is also based on SDR and
GNU radio. Basically, UPPER adopts SDR and GNU radio to provide the acoustic mod-
ulation and demodulation features in communication, and it also allows researchers
to configure modulation modes, frequency, and data rate. UANT utilizes GNU radio
to provide a configurable physical layer, in which the transmission bit rate and center
frequency are easily configured. Since embedded devices are not suitable for GNU radio
because of their computational complexity, a PC is typically used to run GNU radio.

UW-Buffalo, UANT, and SeaNet support cross-layer design as well. UW-Buffalo is
equipped with an XLC module, which makes connections between the physical layer
and higher layers. Consequently, researchers can implement cross-layer optimized pro-
tocols via the software-defined protocol stack running on a Gumstix board. Lavish cross-
layer design support across several layers further helps researchers to figure out the
factors that affect the functionalities of their applications easily and quickly. As a sup-
plement platform of rModem (which only provides reconfiguration option at lower pro-
tocol layers), UANT is probably the first underwater platform to provide reconfiguration
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flexibility at three different layers, such as network, MAC, and physical layers. SeaNet
provides even more flexible cross-layer design support across the four layers. These
four layers are physical, data-link, network, and application layers.

Efficiency and accuracy: To improve channel adaptation ability of different appli-
cations in simulation, both UW-Buffalo and Aqua-Sim provide channel emulators. The
emulator in UW-Buffalo is developed based on the Teledyne (SM-75) modem, and it
allows researchers to conduct small-scale laboratory-centered experiments. Aqua-Sim
integrates the Rogers and PE models and provides more accurate underwater acoustic
channels to improve the simulation accuracy at the granular level. Aqua-Sim is also the
first open source complete packet-level underwater network simulation platform. Both
Aqu-Sim and UANT are developed based on well-known powerful open source simu-
lators, while others use their own proprietary implementation using C, C++, or other
programming languages. Aqua-Sim is developed on the top of ns-2, but it does not patch
on the existing ns-2 wireless package. Instead, a new simulation package paralleled
with the Carnegie Mellon University (CMU) wireless package is designed, and hence it
has the ability to evolve independently. UANT uses TOSSIM of TinyOS in simulation
to facilitate its real underwater deployment and improves efficiency. One shortcoming
of UANT is that TOSSIM and TinyOS are originally developed with the IEEE 802.15.4
standard for terrestrial WSNs. Consequently, more supports in TOSSIM are required
to bring reconfiguration and adaptation facilities if it is used for UWA-SNs.

Seamless transition support: Although six testbeds in this group are suitable for
field-level experiments, their main focus is only on lab-level experimental evaluation
and development. Aqua-Lab mainly focuses on emulation using its emulator and con-
figurable WHOI modems to evaluate protocols in an environment closer to the reality.
By the emulator of Aqua-Lab, researchers can set up network topology, propagation
delay, and so on, according to their preference. Although UPPER can be used to conduct
experiments in a lake, it is suitable for early-level experiments in the lab environment
due to its cost constraints. SeaNet is also suitable to construct early-level testing proto-
types quickly using customized hardware components and especially to verify protocols
in different layers, such as physical, data link, networks, and application layers. UANT
is a framework that is based on TOSSIM although does not use TOSSIM solely as a
simulation tool. However, TinyOS is an embedded OS for sensor nodes, and hence
researchers can transfer the verified code blocks for simulation to real network en-
vironments with little effort. Aqua-Sim, which benefits from the powerful simulator
ns-2, is equipped with numerous protocols, and it supports three-dimensional virtual
environments in the deployment. However, currently, Aqua-Sim mainly focuses on only
simulation and emulation.

Modem support: Modem plays an important role in protocol emulation, verifica-
tion, and testing. Aqua-Lab, SeaNet, UW-Buffalo, and Aqua-Sim all are equipped with
real commercial underwater modems. As shown in Table III, Aqua-Lab supports WHOI
Micro-Modem, SeaNet supports Teledyne RESON TC4013, UW-Buffalo supports Teles-
onar Benthos SM-75, and Aqua-Sim supports Benthos Acoustic modems. On the other
hand, UPPER and UANT are equipped with low-cost hydrophone and transducers as
the substitution of a modem.

Free accessibility of the resources: Among six testbeds, currently, only Aqua-
Sim provides an open source software package for the research community, and a new
version (2.0) of Aqua-Sim was released recently [125]. Moreover, the implementation
of all these six testbeds are not that much more sophisticated, and hence researchers
can easily emulate similar or different underwater test environments with the help of
published literature.

Remote accessibility: Since lab-level experimental testbeds are mainly used in the
lab, remote access and control is not an important metric for this group of testbeds.
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However, some testbeds have remote access functionality. The remote access function-
ality of UPPER is achieved by Remote Procedure Call, which requires API extension in
the shim layer. UW-Buffalo has an IP-compatible protocol stack that will provide easy
underwater Internet access in the future.

Deployment cost: Since all these testbeds are deployed in the lab environment,
their deployment costs are relatively low. Among them, the deployment cost of both
Aqua-Lab and UPPER are the lowest. Although Aqua-Lab belongs to the early version
of simulation testbeds, it provides a low-cost configurable platform with WHOI modems.
Therefore, it is suitable for new researchers to build confidence and to evaluate their
designed protocols at early stages of the design process. Similarly to Aqua-Lab, UPPER
focuses on lowering costs to let more researchers access them. Although it may not be
suitable to deploy UPPER in sea or ocean over a large portion of area because of high
cost, it is considered as economically feasible to evaluate designed protocols at the
early stage before real field-level testing or experiments. SeaNet is also built on cheap
commercial hardware components to reduce deployment cost.

5. OVERVIEW OF SHORT-TERM EXPERIMENTATION PLATFORMS AND THEIR COMPARISON

Until now, the testbeds that fall into this category are Aqua-Net/Mate, SeaLinx, Un-
etStack, DESERT, and SUNSET. In this section, we describe each of them briefly, and
then we present a comparative study among them based on the aforementioned design
criteria.

5.1. The List of Short-Term Experimental Testbeds

5.1.1. Aqua-Net/Mate. Aqua-Net (2009) and Aqua-Net Mate (2013) were developed by
University of Connecticut in 2009 and 2013, respectively [83, 124]. Differing from the
prominent simulator ns-2 or TOSSIM, Aqua-Net was developed from the scratch, and it
supports cross-layer design. Since the original Aqua-Net was designed for a real-system
without the simulation functionalities, it was extended to provide such functionalities
and was named Aqua-Net Mate [124]. The event scheduling efficiency of Aqua-Net
Mate is the same as that of Aqua-Net because of its real-time scheduling mechanism,
and researchers can effortlessly switch between simulation and experimental testing
as required. Aqua-Net can run on the top of an embedded Linux OS, in which it uses
Micro-Modem as the communication device and Gumstix as the controller. Aqua-Net
was tested (an experiment called Aqua-TUNE [81]) in a lake on 2011 as well as in the
Atlantic Ocean in 2013 [80].

The architecture of Aqua-Net is depicted in Figure 8. Several types of modems at
the physical layer are supported to implement underwater networks with real-world
scenarios via a wrapper. The wrapper is developed under compliance with the National
Marine Electronics Association for serial communication to provide instructions for
connectting underwater devices with non-marine devices. The socket interface is for
researchers to create protocols or reuse existing implementation for new applications.
To implement cross-layer design, the information of different layers is stored in a
system database. Then, via the cross-layer interface, the information is utilized by all
layers to improve the network performance. As illustrated in Figure 9, three layers are
added in Aqua-Net Mate, which are Adapter, Virtual Modem, and Virtual Channel.
The Virtual Modem is used to emulate real modem, which is linked to Aqua-Net via an
Adapter. The Virtual Channel is the communication channel between different Virtual
Modems.

A version of Aqua-Net, developed on top of Linux, was tested in a lake (Mans-
field Hollow Lake) in 2011, which is called Aqua-TUNE [81]. The deployed experi-
ment Aqua-TUNE used four nodes. Each node, accompanied with a floating buoy, is
equipped with both radio and underwater acoustic modems for surface and underwater
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Fig. 8. The architecture Aqua-Net.

Fig. 9. The architecture of Aqua-Net Mate.

communications. In addition, the node also had GPS (Global Positioning System) facil-
ities to obtain its instantaneous location information. With Aqua-TUNE, researchers
can tune some features or functionalities, such as node localization, time synchroniza-
tion, transmit power of node, network protocols, and so on, to verify their designed
protocols. In 2013, Aqua-Net was tested in the Atlantic Ocean [80]. That field-level
experiment had 11 deployed nodes over 10km open sea area. The objective of the ex-
periment was to identify, study, and analyze various factors that affect the performance
of network protocols.

Features and limitations: Aqua-Net was developed from the scratch, and, conse-
quently, it is easier for researchers to tailor underwater network protocols more eas-
ily. Compared to other simulation tools, such as ns-2, Aqua-Net is associated with a
smaller footprint, which eventually benefit embedded sensor networks. One shortcom-
ing of Aqua-Net is that it allows only one protocol in a modem that results in inefficient
usage of resources.

5.1.2. SeaLinx. SeaLinx (2013) stems from Aqua-Net and the extended framework
after overcoming some drawbacks of Aqua-Net [56]. With the ability to optimize cross-
layer design, SeaLinx provides a better solution. As shown in Figure 10, SeaLinx
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Fig. 10. The architecture of SeaLinx.

includes three parts, which are protocol module, SeaLinx Core, and Modem Driver.
Such architecture makes SeaLinx a cooperative tool rather than a monolithic tool. In a
typical protocol stack, each protocol layer can only communicate with its adjacent layer
directly, such as the layers above or below of it. On the contrary, in SeaLinx, each layer
can directly communicate with any other layer of the protocol stack via SeaLinx Core.

In Aqua-Net, each modem can only handle one protocol, which leads to inefficient
usage of resources. Therefore, in SeaLinx, each individual protocol is operated by an
individual process. In this way, each protocol can independently be altered or restarted.
If one protocol fails to function properly, then it has minimal effect on the rest of
processes in the protocol stack. Furthermore, the simulation code blocks in SeaLinx
can also be used for field-level experiments without any change. Based on SeaLinx, in
[51], a real sea-level test with the orthogonal frequency division multiplexing– (OFDM)
based modem is conducted.

Features and limitations: Since Sealinx runs on real-time systems, the event schedul-
ing in this tool is nearly precise and accurate. Furthermore, the operational architec-
ture is distributed by nature, and therefore the code blocks for simulation can be used
for emulation without any change. It also supports multi-process and multi-threaded
applications. Therefore, it incurs higher accuracy in timing, which is suitable to test
time-sensitive protocols. The limitation is that the tests conducted on this may suffer
from efficiency-loss because of real-time operations.

5.1.3. UnetStack. UnetStack (2014) is a new type of underwater network testbed, which
is based on Fjage agent framework [21]. The most noticeable characteristic of this
testbed is that it is not based on traditional layer-based protocol stack. Instead, Unet-
Stack consists of many software agents and constructs a service-oriented architecture.
These agents are allowed to share information and communicate with each other, and
hence cross-layer optimization is achieved more easily compared to the traditional
layered architecture. Furthermore, UnetStack takes Java Virtual Machine (JVM) as
part of its component, and it supports both discrete event simulations and real-time
operations. Therefore, with the help of JVM, once the protocols and applications are
developed and tested via simulation on UnetStack, the simulation code blocks can be
used in any modem that is compliant with UnetStack for further field-level experi-
ments. Consequently, researchers can avoid the hassles of writing code separately for
simulation and field-level experiments. Until now, UnetStack supports several types of
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Fig. 11. The architecture of UnetStack.

Fig. 12. The architecture of UnetStack-based UnetSim.

modems, such as Subnero, Evologics, and ARL UNET-II [23]. UnetStack also supports
SDMs, and [20] provided an implementation of an OFDM modem for UnetStack.

The architecture of UnetStack is shown in Figure 11, which includes UnetStack
agents, a fjage agent framework, Java VM, and a modem. The agents in the stack
provide well-defined functionalities similar to the layers in the traditional network
protocol stack. Generally, the agents communicate with each other via different types
of messages, such as request, response, and notifications. In addition to these low-level
agent-to-agent communications, UnetStack also supports high-level communications to
monitor or control other agents. Besides message-based agent-to-agent communication,
UnetStack also supports message broadcasting service, by which a set of subscribed
agents receive messages of a certain topic to which are subscribed. Note that the service-
oriented agent architecture is highly extensible, and hence it enables researchers to
develop, test, and add new functionalities to a process that was not supported in the
traditional layer-based network architecture. Figure 12 depicts the architecture of
UnetSim, in which nodes interact with each other through physical agents deployed
on them. The researchers can access the protocol stack directly or remotely via an
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Fig. 13. The architecture of DESERT.

open source fjage agent framework with text-based commands and can use the real
hardware modem via the physical agent (driver) when it is in simulation mode.

Features and limitations: The agent-based, service-oriented architecture of Un-
etStack facilitates rapid and flexible cross-layer design support for applications,
simulation, field-level testing, and deployment. Furthermore, since UnetStack has a
JVM component, the compiled binary code blocks written for simulation can be directly
transferred to UnetStack-compatible modems for further field-level experiments.

5.1.4. DESERT. DESERT (2012) is an open source simulation, emulation, and exper-
imental tool, based on ns-2 and ns2-Miracle, and was developed at the University
of Padova [15, 68]. Ns2-Miracle is the extended version of ns-2 that adds many new
libraries to enhance information exchange mechanism for cross-layer design and opti-
mization [75]. In ns2-Miracle, several modules can co-exist simultaneously in the same
layer with little interaction. Moreover, its highly modular-based architecture enables
researchers to reuse many code blocks written for ns-2 with only minor modification.
It further exploits the modularity property to optimize system design while taking
cross-layer information into full consideration.

The architecture of DESERT is depicted in Figure 13. The physical layer provides
the interface between the simulator and real hardware modems (e.g., Micro-Modems,
Evologics). The mobility modules implement four different two-dimensional (2D) or
3D mobility models to simulate underwater robot movement. Similarly to real hard-
ware devices, the architecture of Ns2-Miracle is logical, and hence it provides valid
outcomes while evaluating the performance of user-designed applications and proto-
cols. Furthermore, ns2-Miracle improves its simulation accuracy by connecting itself
to specific underwater channel model tools (e.g., WOSS) [41]. Ns2-Miracle can also in-
tegrate real hardware modems to the simulation process for creating a more realistic
environment while developing high-performance protocols and applications.

DESERT supports both emulation and testbed settings. In the emulation setting, as
shown in Figure 14, multiple acoustic modems are connected to a single PC or a laptop,
which runs a single ns2-Miracle process to control all modems and their connected
acoustic transducer. The other one is the testbed setting, as depicted in Figure 15, in
which unique instances of ns2-Miracle or related devices take charge of each of the
modems. RECORDS (Remote Control Framework for Underwater Networks) allows
DESERT to be remotely controlled in real field-level trials [111], which has been
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Fig. 14. A sample emulation setting of DESERT.

Fig. 15. A sample testbed setting of DESERT.

successfully experimented in Center for Maritime Research and Experimentation
(CMRE) [67].

Features and limitations: DESERT is developed on top of ns-2 and ns2-Miracle and
can integrate simulation, emulation, and field-level testing in a seamless manner. It is
also an open source downloadable framework from the Internet. With a simple archi-
tecture, although DESERT provides seamless transition flexibility among simulation,
emulation, and field-level testing, it has limitations, such as high resource and energy
consumption.

5.1.5. SUNSET. SUNSET (2012) is also an open source platform developed from ns-
2 and ns2-Miracle. Similarly to DESERT, it provides the similar facilities, such as
seamless transition support among simulation, emulation, and field-level testing while
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Fig. 16. A sample setup of SUNSET in the simulation mode.

evaluating the performance of novel applications and protocols [84]. For example, re-
searchers can first use the simulation mode of SUNSET to implement, evaluate, and
improve their designed applications and protocols. Then, as required, they can use the
simulation code blocks for emulation or sea-site testing. When researchers switch from
simulation to emulation or sea-site testing, they do not need to modify the code blocks
written to implement their designed applications and protocols significantly. Currently,
several acoustic modems are used for SUNSET, including Teledyne Benthos modem,
Kongsberg, Evologics, and Micro-Modem. In addition to that, SUNSET also integrates
various surface-level or underwater mobile vehicles (AUVs or autonomous surface ve-
hicles (ASVs)) and different nodes to measure temperature, CO2, or other physical or
environmental properties of the ocean. It also supports cross-layer optimized protocols
or applications design.

SUNSET released version 1.0 and version 2.0 for the research community in 2012
and 2013, respectively. The latest version of SUNSET provides mechanisms to control
or reconfigure the testbed remotely with the help of underwater acoustic communica-
tion media and back-seat driver module [88]. With SUNSET, many experiments have
been conducted by placing its components in three different countries [25]. Such deploy-
ment was possible with SUNSET because of its cooperative and remote management
facilities. SUNSET has extensively been evaluated via more than 15 tests and exper-
iments. It is chosen as a standard testbed for EU-FP7 project SUNRISE, which is an
Underwater Internet of Things–based project deployed in Europe and North America
[5, 67].

The functional block diagram of SUNSET is shown in Figures 16 and 17 for the
simulation mode and the emulation mode, respectively. There are three main modules
in SUNSET, which are core components, network protocols, and emulation components
[86]. In Figure 17, new modules, including application driver, packet converter, generic
driver, modem driver, channel emulator, and multi-threaded real-time scheduler, are
added. The application driver allows easy integration with any external device for data
exchange or interaction by providing methods to set/get parameters to/from external
devices or to execute desired actions. The external devices typically include real sensing
platforms and underwater automatic vehicles, such as AUV/ASVs. Packet converter is
used to reduce the packet header size as much as possible before transmitting to the
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Fig. 17. A sample setup of SUNSET in the emulation mode.

actual devices. This is because in the simulation, a packet includes some redundant
header to contain additional information, which is useful for debugging or statistical
purposes. The Generic driver is responsible for assisting in the interaction between
the real hardware modem and the ns-2 simulator. SUNSET supports a multi-threaded
real-time scheduling technique. This allows some arbitrary program (handling one
network protocol) to have multiple threads, in which the main thread is associated
with the main program and the secondary thread could be the connections that bridge
communication with external devices. Because of the real-time scheduling mechanism,
SUNSET is transparent between the protocol stack and the external hardware.

Features and limitations: SUNSET supports simulation, emulation, and field-level
testing in a seamless manner via the re-usage of code to a great extent. It was selected
as a standard testbed in SUNRISE, which was extensively experimented over a period
of four years. It is also an open source platform, the latest version of which can be
downloaded from the Internet. Even though SUNSET has the ability to simulate real
scenarios with long duration (in real time) within a short period of time, it may be
difficult to identify time synchronization and accuracy-related problems as all events
are executed in a single thread sequentially even with its real-time scheduler. Still, be-
cause of the real-time scheduling mechanism, in the simulation, SUNSET may achieve
higher accuracy in event scheduling while avoiding the overlapping of events with each
other.

5.2. Comparison among Short-Term Experimentation Platforms

As shown in Table IV, we choose software components, hardware components, sup-
ported modems, channel adaptability, cost, and seamless transition ability as a fea-
ture set to make a brief comparative study among different short-term experimental
testbeds. In this section, we further present a detailed comparative study among them
based on the aforementioned feature set, which is as follows.

Reconfigurability and cross-layer design support: All five testbeds provide a
reconfigurability option by exploiting their different architectures. Each testbed with
its distinct architecture has its own pros and cons. Aqua-Net and SeaLinx are the
platforms in which the protocol stack is layer based. However, their protocol stacks
are built from the scratch, and hence it is easier to design a new protocol (that will
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Table IV. Main Features of Short-Term Experimental Testbeds

Testbed
Software or
Hardware

Modem
Support

Channel
Adaptability Cost

Seamless
Transition Support

Aqua-
Net/Mate

Gumstix on Linux WHOI
Micro-Modem,
Teledyne
Benthos modem

Medium with
virtual channel

Medium Low

SeaLinx Extension of
Aqua-Net

WHOI
Micro-Modem,
Teledyne
Benthos modem

Medium Medium Medium

UnetStack Agent-based
architecture

ARL UNET-II,
Subnero,
Evologics
modem

Medium Medium High from simulation
to field-level testing

DESERT Ns-2 and
ns2-Miracle

WHOI
Micro-Modem,
EvoLogics S2C

High with
channel
modeling tool
WOSS

High High with simulation,
emulation, and
field-level testing

SUNSET Ns-2 and
ns2-Miracle

WHOI,
Evologic,
Kongsberg and
Teledyne
Benthos modem

High with
WOSS-based
BELLHOP Ray
tracer and
URICK

High High with simulation,
emulation, and
field-level testing

be added to the existing stack) that is especially suitable for UWA-SNs. DESERT
and SUNSET were developed on top of ns-2 and ns2-Miracle. UnetStack provides a
testbed reconfigurability option via its flexible agent-based architecture and config-
urable UNET-2 modem. The agent-based architecture is flexible, which allows us to
share information and promote interaction among different agents. Consequently, it is
easier to implement new protocols and applications that require us to take cross-layer
information into full consideration. The flexible framework is also extensible by adding
new agents as required. In addition to that, UNET-2 is an SDM that is flexible and
adaptive in accordance with the operations of UnetStack. Via firmware in the modem,
researchers are able to configure the modem on the fly as per the demands of their
designed applications.

Cross-layer optimization is also supported in all five testbeds of this group. Although
the protocol stack of Aqua-Net is based on layer-based architecture, it has a core
module for exchanging messages among different layers, which provides the flexibility
in having cross-layer optimization. SeaLinx is the enhanced version of Aqua-Net in
terms of cross-layer design. Unlike using the Unix socket in Aqua-Net, SeaLinx has
a Core module (acts as a server) to handle all relevant communications for cross-
layer optimization. SeaLinx can also run multiple protocol modules in parallell even
in the same layer. On the other hand, UnetStack has a service-oriented architecture,
which allows the agents to share information as required. Consequently, because of the
advantages in cross-layer interaction, the cross-layer optimization is achieved more
easily compared to other platforms equipped with a traditional layer-based protocol
stack. Both SUNSET and DESERT are developed on the top of original ns2-Miracle to
provide cross-layer design support. Ns2-Miracle is a modular-based framework, where
different modules are developed to handle different protocols in different layers (e.g.,
PHY (Physical Layer), MAC, routing, transport, application layer protocols, and so on).

The cross-layer optimization algorithms are employed in plug-in modules, and a
Node Core is developed to act as a bridge among different modules, and plug-ins are
used to facilitate cross-layer design.
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Efficiency and accuracy: Five testbeds in this group adopt different approaches to
achieve efficiency and accuracy while experiments/simulations are conducted on them.
In Aqua-Net and SeaLinx, each protocol module can run as an independent process. At
the same time, they can communicate with each other. Since all events are scheduled
by the embedded system in a real-time scale, their footprints are smaller, and the re-
sultant event execution control is better. UnetStack supports both discrete-event and
real-time operation modes, and so the compiled binary simulation code can be copied to
any UnetStack-compliant modem (e.g., UNET-II) for further field- or lab-level testing
without requiring any additional cross-compilation. Both DESERT and SUNSET are
extended from ns-2, and hence they are also constrained with discrete-event charac-
teristics. For example, both platforms have a main single-threaded process, and the
events are executed sequentially scheduled by a strict event scheduler that is sensi-
tive to time-restricted events. Different event scheduling mechanisms have different
simulation performance. For example, SUNSET may outperform SeaLinx for shorter
simulation/experimentation duration; however, SeaLinx ensures better accuracy in
terms of event-timing as SeaLinx schedules events from multiple threads. Although
DESERT and SUNSET have high compatibility, the system architecture of DESERT is
simpler, which can be learned and used more easily by the users. DESERT has another
significant advantage, which is that multiple protocol instances can be run simultane-
ously in each layer. On the contrary, in SUNSET, the events must run one after another
sequentially, which is unfavorable, especially when an event involves I/O (In/Out) oper-
ations. DESERT has the ability to adapt with the variation of channel while following
the guidelines of WOSS. SUNSET has also the same ability while taking the advantage
of the WOSS-based BELLHOP ray tracer and URICK (Urick). Among all testbeds in
this group, SeaLinx is chosen as a standard platform in Ocean-TUNE, while SUNSET
is chosen for the field-level testbed project SUNRISE.

Seamless transition support: The original version of Aqua-Net does not support
simulation mode, and Aqua-Net Mate developed a new simulation module to provide
simulation functionalities along with the experimentation facilities. SeaLinx has a
special modem driver that facilitates communication between two different types of
models with distinct physical layer via making marginal or negligible changes in the
modules of its protocol stack. UnetStack allows researchers to evaluate protocols both
in the simulation and in sea trials in a seamless manner. Since UnetStack supports
both discrete-event simulation and real-time experimentation modes, with the help
of JVM, it allows us to transfer the entire compiled binary simulation code to any
UnetStack-compliant modem for field-level experiments without requiring any addi-
tional cross-compilation. Both DESERT and SUNSET support simulation, emulation,
and field-level experimentation modes and allow users to seamlessly transit from sim-
ulation to sea-site tests. When researchers use DESERT to transit from the simulation
mode to the emulation mode, they do not need any extra module for this transition.
Therefore, it not only reduces the simulation/experimentation time but also helps re-
searchers in avoiding additional errors associated with code rewriting. However, the
packet conversion method in DESERT is not that convenient, which may incur a higher
packet conversion overhead [85]. Moreover, it is pointed out in [89] that experiments
conducted via DESERT are less flexible and inefficient compared to that via SUNSET.
The underlying reason behind this may be that DESERT uses an ns-2 real-time event
scheduler that handles the interaction among multiple threads inefficiently. Therefore,
it leads to higher CPU usage, memory, and energy consumption.

Modem support: Currently, Aqua-net and SeaLinx support WHOI Micro-Modem,
Teledyne Benthos modems. Moreover, UnetStack supports ARL UNET-II, Subnero,
and Evologics, and DESERT supports WHOI Micro-Modem and Evologics S2C. On
the other hand, SUNSET supports five different commercial acoustic modems, such
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as WHOI FSK (Frequency Shift Keying) and PSK (Phase-shift Keying) Micro-Modem,
Evologic, Kongsberg, and Teledyne Benthos modems.

Free accessibility of the resources: As shown in Table VI, UnetStack, DESERT,
and SUNSET provide free downloadable software components to the research commu-
nity. Note that, all three testbeds have released new versions of software components
recently after their initial versions.

Remote accessibility: SeaLinx, UnetStack, DESERT, and SUNSET all have mech-
anisms that allow users to access and control the testbeds remotely. SeaLinx integrates
a module, namely Acoustic Remote Control (ARC), to remotely access and control net-
work nodes. ARC runs as an application-layer module permanently on network nodes,
and it allows researchers to configure network parameters and monitor network sta-
tus via acoustic communication remotely. UnetStack has a remote access agent to
offer remote access and control functionalities (e.g., setting or getting parameters, file
transfer, or other remote operations). SUNSET exploits a back-seat driver to remotely
control different hardware components of the testbed (e.g., static and mobile nodes) via
acoustic communication media. Typical remote control functionalities include protocol
stack selection, network parameters tuning, initiation and termination of experiments,
and so on. DESERT is equipped with open source software RECORDS to provide re-
mote reconfiguration and control facilities for multi-hop networks. Unlike the back-seat
driver in SUNSET, RECORDS can be easily and conveniently transferred to embedded
systems without further cross-compilation.

Deployment cost: Compared with lab-level testbeds, the testbeds in this group have
relatively higher deployment cost. Aqua-Net, SeaLinx, and UnetStack have medium
deployment cost. Although DESERT and SUNSET support simulation, emulation and
field-level experimentation operations in a seamless manner, setting up such integrated
test environments usually incurs overall deployment cost.

6. OVERVIEW OF LONG-TERM FIELD-LEVEL EXPERIMENTATION PLATFORMS
AND THEIR COMPARISON

The testbeds in this group include Seaweb, Ocean-TUNE, and SUNRISE. Since both
Ocean-TUNE and SUNRISE are under development, we select University of Connecti-
cut (UCONN), UW, and WaterCom as the representatives for Ocean-TUNE and the
Littoral Ocean Observatory Network (LOON) and Porto testbeds as the representa-
tives for SUNRISE to discuss their gradual development process and progress. Then,
later in this section, we provide a comparative study among three long-term field-level
experimental testbeds based on some pre-specified criteria.

6.1. The List of Long-Term Field-Level Experimentation Platforms

6.1.1. Seaweb. Seaweb (1995–2004) is the most well-known field-level testbed, which
is designed mainly for the applications of US Navy military [99]. Over 50 experi-
ments have been conducted on Seaweb in different areas for different objectives [98,
99]. Seaweb brings undersea wireless networks to reality. The network includes static
underwater acoustic sensor nodes, AUVs or UUVs, underwater submarines, and in-
telligent master nodes in buoys with various interfaces to manned command centers.
The network facilitates researchers to coordinate appropriate resources for accomplish-
ing a pre-specified mission in an arbitrary ocean environment via commands, control,
communication, and navigation.

In 2001, 14 nodes were deployed on a grid topology under the water to test Seaweb on
the Loma Shelf near San Diego (CA). The network included 10 underwater telesonar re-
peater nodes, two Racom buoy gateway nodes, and two experimental sensor nodes of de-
ployable autonomous distributed systems. A submarine maneuvered itself around the
network and sent the first successful underwater wireless email to a command center.
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Fig. 18. A sample experimental setup using Seaweb on 2003.

In 2003, as shown in Figure 18, an experiment was conducted in the eastern Gulf of
Mexico. The deployed system consisted of six fixed repeater nodes, three AUV glider
nodes, two Racom buoy gateway nodes, and a shipboard command center. The experi-
ment mainly tested the underwater mobile sensor nodes of Seaweb. With the deployed
Seaweb, researchers could track the positions of the moving nodes continuously and
could assist the moving nodes in navigation under the water. Moreover, AUVs are
also proved to be excellent mobile gateways without the attendant vulnerable moored
gateways.

In 2004, another experiment was conducted on Seaweb in the deep water of the con-
tinental shelf. The deployed system with 40 relay nodes followed a grid topology, which
covered a large area to provide wireless connections to underwater moving vehicles.
The grid networks were then connected to several Racom buoys, which were deployed
on the sea surface. With these surface buoys, the underwater networks were eventu-
ally connected to a command communication center that is located on a shipboard. The
experiment also revealed that Seaweb could deal with bad weather in the ocean well
with high reliability as it had successfully overcome two hurricanes.

Features and limitations: Seaweb is the first large-scale multi-hop off-shore field-level
experimental testbed in the world, and over fifty experiments have been conducted on
this over the decades. The successful experiments conducted via this testbed have
greatly inspired and encouraged the underwater research community worldwide and
enhanced the development of UWA-SNs. One limitation is that it is constrained with
maritime applications, and it is only available to a selected community and not open
to the public.

6.1.2. Ocean-TUNE. Ocean-TUNE is a collection of four testbeds placed at the east
and the west sides of the US and Gulf coasts (e.g., Long Island Sound (CT), Santa
Monica Bay (CA), Hood Canal (WA), and Galveston Bay (TX)), which covers large
areas in the coasts of the US to provide diverse testbeds for public access [27]. The de-
ployment areas for this experimentation platform are chosen considering geographical
and environmental diversity. It was funded by the National Science Foundation (NSF)
Computing Research Infrastructure (CRI) program on 2012 and was developed by four
institutions in the US, UCONN, UW, University of California Los Angeles (UCLA),
and Texas A&M University (TAMU). Among the individual testbeds of Ocean-TUNE,
in this article, we mainly introduce Ocean-TUNE UCONN, developed at UCONN;
Ocean-TUNE UW, developed at the UW; and WaterCom, developed at UCLA.

UCONN is an open access testbed that provides remote access, reconfiguration, and
control facilities [82]. UCONN uses SeaLinx protocol modules to be run on embedded
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Fig. 19. The architecture of UW testbed.

Linux. The sensor nodes of UCONN are deployed on the sea surface and the bottom of
the ocean; several underwater gliders act as mobile nodes in the system. The surface
node is hosted on a buoy and acts as a transparent gateway with the Internet, since
it has a unique IP address that is accessible through an onshore computer. The sur-
face nodes are also equipped with three types of modems (e.g., RF (Radio Frequency)
CDMA (Code Division Multiple Access), Teledyne Benthos, and OFDM modems), so
they can communicate and control the nodes deployed on the sea floor via acoustic
communication media. Furthermore, UCONN provides a highly reconfigurable option
to researchers. With Graphical User Interface and ARC modules, researchers can re-
motely control or reprogram the sensor network. For example, they can remotely stop
or restart ongoing experiments or can even modify application parameters as required.
In addition, the testbed has an Adaptive Modulation and Coding (AMC) module to deal
with highly varying communication channels. This module also allows a node to trans-
mit data with different amounts of transmission power while studying and validating
protocols and applications.

The UW testbed was developed by UW and is set up in Hood Canal [51]. The system
architecture of this testbed is depicted in Figure 19. A node equipped with routing
facilities is installed in the Hoodsport buoy for RF-based 3G/4G communication with a
base station on the shore. The data received by the base station from the testbed are
transferred to a server at the university through Internet. The testbed uses a Linux
OS along with a Gumstix processor. An OFDM acoustic modem with a maximum data
rate of about 9Kbps, is also the part of the testbed [123]. To avoid interference from
environmental noise and waves, the modem is deployed 1 to 2m below the sea surface.

WaterCom was developed by UCLA and aims to be a multi-level testbed that has
the ability to conduct small-scale, medium-scale, and large-scale experiments sepa-
rately [69]. The small-scale experimentation suite is a laboratory-based testing plat-
form, which emphasizes short-range communication associated with strong reflection
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Fig. 20. The architecture of SUNRISE GATE.

and multipath signal effects. The medium-scale experimental suite is to set up a con-
trollable experimentation environment for extended networks (that include mobile
sensors) to evaluate traffic detection or other purposes. The large-scale experimental
suite supports offshore open-water experimentation. Furthermore, WaterCom supports
cloud-based online testing environments that can be reached at any time remotely.
With its webserver and job scheduler, researchers can configure hardware or network
parameters, initiate and coordinate different tasks relevant to experiments, and then
obtain the test results from the testbed via the Internet. WaterCom also allows external
simulators to be integrated with itself.

Features and limitations: The aforementioned four testbeds of Ocean-TUNE were
deployed in four different sites around the coastline of the US. The experimentation
sites were diverse in terms of weather and geography. Furthermore, Ocean-TUNE
was the first highly reconfigurable large-scale open access testbed in the US that
could be controlled via the Internet to facilitate underwater experiments remotely. It
was also the first testbed to deploy and test high speed underwater communication
media using reconfigurable multicarrier OFDM modems. Regarding limitations, there
were not enough mobile sensor nodes integrated in Ocean-TUNE. Furthermore, more
experiments are required to verify its three-level experimentation suites.

6.1.3. SUNRISE. The SUNRISE platform is funded by the European Union through
an EU-FP7 project and the CMRE North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) Science
and Technology Organization. This platform aims to create an Internet of underwater
things by deploying a number of testbeds in different places for long-term underwater
scientific research [67]. The personnel of the research team came from universities,
companies, and research labs, such as the University of Rome La Sapienza, University
of Twente, University at Buffalo, EvoLogics, and SUASIS. The testbeds are located in
the sea, canals, and lakes in the Mediterranean area and central parts of Europe. These
testbeds support various applications, ranging from harbor monitoring and marine
assets protection to marine rescue or search facilities. SUNRISE is also accessible
to the researchers via Internet. As shown in Figure 20, the components of the testbed
from different sites are connected to SUNRISE GATE (Gate) via gateways and plug-ins.
Consequently, researchers around the world have access to the resources of different
testbeds and can conduct experiments via the Internet [87]. Currently, the University of
Rome La Sapienza focuses on the research involved with underwater MAC and routing
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Fig. 21. The architecture of LOON testbed.

protocols. The University of Porto is trying to implement a delay-tolerant underwater
network. A JANUS (Janus) physical layer protocol standard is under development by
Teledyne Benthos. Since SUNRISE is still under development, we select the LOON
[5] and the Porto testbed [67] to describe the features and facilities of the SUNRISE
platform.

LOON is the first testbed of the SUNRISE project, developed by CMRE, and was
developed based on a unified modular concept, and hence any equipment powered by
24V can be connected to it via a TCP/IP protocol. More importantly, the testbed has
a remote accessibility feature that allows scientists and engineers around the world
to collaboratively use the testbed for the purpose of scientific research after having
authorization and authentication from CMRE. The structure of the testbed is depicted
in Figure 21. M1, M2, M3, and M4 are tripod nodes that forms a star network with the
control center M3, which is connected to an on-shore base station via Ethernet. These
tripod nodes are equipped with commercial acoustic modems, such as WHOI, Evologics,
and Teledyne Benthos. Moreover, a tetrahedral hydrophone array is connected to the
shore via optical fiber. A thermistor chain is deployed to monitor the temperature of the
ocean, and an Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler is deployed upward from the bottom
of the ocean to measure ocean wave spectra.

The Porto testbed was developed at Porto University and is targeted for collaborative
testing and evaluation of underwater network protocols using surface and underwater
AUVs, moored buoys, and underwater sensors. With the centralized OpenVPN sever of
the SUNRISE project, users can change operational parameters and control the nodes
of the testbed to evaluate MAC, routing, and cross-layer protocols; manage localization
and time synchronization issues; collect data from the environment; and so on. The key
components of the testbed are AUVs, acoustic localization schemes, ASVs, a remotely
operated vehicle (ROV), a Manta gateway, a shore side control station, buoys and
moored sensors, and a software toolchain called DUNE (Dune Uniform Navigation
Environment).

Features and limitations: SUNRISE provides open access facilities to researchers
and engineers around the world after having authorization from CMRE. The testbed
also supports disruption-tolerant networking (DTN) protocols besides other standard
protocols [90]. Moreover, hybrid networks can be deployed on SUNRISE, especially for
the applications of mobile sensor networks.
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Table V. Main Features of Long-Term Field-Level Experimental Testbeds

Primary Deployment Node System Number of
Testbed Testbed Suites Sites Types Types Sea Trials Sponsor
Seaweb Testbeds mainly

deploymed in
ships

Pacific and Atlantic
Oceans,
Mediterranean and
Baltic Seas,
Norwegian fjords,
and even under the
Arctic ice shelf

Buoys, AUVs,
Gliders,
underwater
nodes

Mobile
networks
and grid
topology

50+ Seaweb

Ocean-TUNE UCONN, UW,
WaterCom, and
TAMU

Long Island Sound
(CT), Hood Canal
(WA), Santa Monica
Bay (CA), and
Galveston Bay (TX)

Surface nodes,
bottom nodes,
and mobile nodes

Mobile and
hybrid
networks

10+ NSF-CRI

SUNRISE LOON and
Porto

Atlantic Ocean,
Mediterranean Sea,
Black Sea, and lakes
and canals in Europe

ASVs, AUVs,
ROVS, and
underwater
static nodes

Mobile,
DTN and
hybrid
networks

10+ EU-FP7

6.2. Comparison among Long-Term Field-Level Experimentation Platforms

As shown in Table V, we choose testbed suites, deployment sites, node types, supported
testbed types, the duration of sea trial, and sponsors as a list of criteria to make a com-
parative study among different long-term field-level experimental testbeds. Based on
some more pre-specified criteria, in the following, we further review different properties
of these long-term field-level experimental testbeds.

Reconfigurability and cross-layer design support: Seaweb can be rapidly de-
ployed by taking components from a variety of platforms. It has the ability to au-
tonomously self-configure itself into an optimal network. It reconstructs itself accord-
ing to the diverse configurations of underwater sensors and Seaweb modems, which
is a notion of its enhanced ability to adapt with varying environments. Both Ocean-
TUNE and SUNRISE allow reconfiguration and cross-layer design support, although
their primary emphasis is on field-level testing. UCONN provides a reconfigurability
option to researchers and engineers via a reconfigurable OFDM underwater acoustic
modem. It also adopts an AMC module to deal with temporally and spatially varying
channels. Both UCONN and UW adopt protocol modules provided by SeaLinx, and
hence they provide cross-layer design facilities. SUNRISE has a plug-in, named SUN-
RISE2SUNSET, to connect SUNSET with itself for the purpose of reconfiguration. With
SUNRISE2SUNSET, researchers can reconfigure the heterogeneous nodes, measure or
setup different network parameters, or configure experimental settings. Moreover, via
SUNRISE2SUNSET, researchers are able to access, monitor, control, and configure the
resources of testbeds to implement and test cross-layer protocols.

Efficiency and accuracy: Seaweb is the first long-term field-level testbed to demon-
strate the efficiency and accuracy of underwater acoustic networks after successfully
conducting more than 50 sea trials in shallow water as well as in the deep water of
the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans, Mediterranean and Baltic Seas, Norwegian fjords, and
even under the Arctic ice shelf. Both Ocean-TUNE and SUNRISE have mechanisms to
improve the overall efficiency and accuracy of the deployed experiments. Ocean-TUNE
has four testbeds deployed in different locations spanning over the coastline of the US
to provide 24/7 access via the Internet in an efficient manner. In UCONN, the AMC
module provides five different modes associated with different levels of transmit power
and data rates, and so researchers have the flexibility to select different modes in ac-
cordance with varying channel conditions, which essentially enhances the efficiency of
the experiments. For a similar reason, SUNRISE has a GATE to access, monitor, and
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reconfigure testbeds. To further improve the efficiency and accuracy of the testbed, as
a standard part, SUNSET is integrated with SUNRISE. With a software-defined com-
munication stack, researchers have the ability to select different working modes and
configure or tune protocol parameters at runtime to achieve optimized performance of
applications with the varying acoustic channel conditions and environments.

Seamless transition support: The long-term field-level experimental testbeds
mainly focus on real field-level validation and testing. However, Ocean-TUNE takes
SeaLinx as its protocol framework and SUNRISE has SUNSET as its standard plug-
in. Consequently, both of these testbeds are allowed to adopt the seamless transition
facilities from their dependant/connected platforms.

Modem support: Seaweb mainly supports Navy-restricted firmware that operates
on a Benthos commercial modem, such as ATM885 telesonar. On the other hand, Ocean-
TUNE currently supports two types of acoustic modems: the AquaSeNT OFDM modem
and the Benthos ATM-885 modem. Moreover, the WHOI Micro-modem, Teledyne Ben-
thos ATM 900 series modems, and Evologics are typically used by SUNRISE.

Free accessibility of the resources: Seaweb is mainly for marine applications,
and it is not open for public access. Both Ocean-TUNE and SUNRISE have open access
facilities for researchers. After registration, researchers can use WaterCom to conduct
experiments by setting different experimental parameters via a web submission form.
Once the experiment is finished, the results of the experiment are sent to researchers
via an email. LOON also provides remote open access facilities to researchers for
conducting experiments once they are authorized to access the testbed from CMRE.

Remote accessibility: Field-level testbeds are usually deployed in the ocean, and
hence remote accessibility is an important feature, especially for the testbeds open
to public access via the Internet. Seaweb provides remote control facilities to testbed
nodes via underwater acoustic links from ships or RF-based links from the control
center located at the shore. Both Ocean-TUNE and SUNRISE have facilities for re-
searchers to access and control them remotely. UCONN has an ARC module and a file
transfer module to deal with remote control and monitoring tasks. These tasks include
reconfiguring network, transfer collected data, reconfiguring acoustic modem, repro-
gramming nodes, initiating or terminating experiments, selecting protocol parameters,
and so on. UW also has a web-based scheduler to handle testbed experiments remotely.
With a cloud-based webserver, WaterCom can be reached at any time by researchers
to control the testbed (e.g., to set network parameters, to schedule experiment-related
tasks, and to acquire results and status information). SUNRISE has a unified web in-
terface GATE and a control shell for researchers to access, control, reconfigure testbeds,
and run experiments remotely after having authentication from SUNRISE GATE.

Deployment cost: Long-term field-level experimental testbeds are the most expen-
sive platforms compared to other platforms due to high boat rental fees, high offshore
deployment costs, as well as expensive underwater hardware components, static and
mobile sensors, and so on. Seaweb belongs to the first generation of long-term large-
scale field-level experimental testbeds (since 1995), and more than 50 experiments
have been conducted on it. With Seaweb, many researchers have gained practical expe-
riences with underwater digital communication. Although it is constrained to military
applications, Seaweb has given the underwater research community enormous confi-
dence and has greatly enhanced research and development in UWA-SNs. We consider
both Ocean-TUNE and SUNRISE as the second generation of long-term field-level
testbeds that are still under development. These testbeds actually aim to explore the
next-generation underwater acoustic sensor networks with open access facilities for un-
derwater research community. Ocean-TUNE is the first large-scale open underwater
networking testbed in the US, while SUNRISE is the largest open access underwater
testbed for the European Union.
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Table VI. The Download Sites of Open Source Simulation Tools

Simulation Tool Download Site
Aqua-Sim http://obinet.engr.uconn.edu/wiki/index.php/Aqua-sim
UnetStack http://www.unetstack.net/doc/html/downloads.html
DESERT http://nautilus.dei.unipd.it/desert-underwater
SUNSET http://svnreti.di.uniroma1.it/SUNSET/

7. RECOMMENDATIONS ON CHOOSING SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENTATION PLATFORMS

As mentioned earlier, to evaluate, validate, or test underwater protocols and appli-
cations, researchers may need lab-level or field-level, short-term, or even long-term
experimentation platforms at different stages of the development process. From the
perspective of users, they may consider many different criteria while choosing a suitable
platform. Moreover, each platform has its own pros and cons, and hence it is a difficult
task to make this decision. In this section, we provide guidelines in terms of the follow-
ing metrics to help researchers in selecting the desired simulation tools and testbeds.

—Free accessibility of the resources: The early development of UWA-SNs is usually
related to maritime applications, and so most of the underwater experimentation
platforms are not open to the public. As the development for commercial applica-
tions increases, researchers prefer to choose open source simulation tools and freely
accessible testbeds. Among the 17 simulation and experimentation platforms, cur-
rently only 4 of them are available via the Internet, and 1 field-level testbed provides
open remote access facility via the Internet. The four open source simulation tools
are Aqua-Sim, UnetStack, DESERT, and SUNSET, and the free downloadable web-
sites for them are shown in Table VI. After initial release, new versions came out
that added new features and components. For example, the latest versions of SUN-
SET, DESERT, and UnetStack are 10, 2.1.2, and 1.3, respectively. As for long-term
field-level experimental testbeds, currently only LOON in SUNRISE provides an
open remote access facility to researchers. One crucial objective of SUNRISE is to
share its testbed components with scientists and researchers around the world and
encourage collaborative research on UWA-SNs. To have access to LOON, researchers
just need to get the authorization certificate from CMRE.

—Overall cost and scalability: When researchers set up their own underwater test en-
vironment or select experimentation platform, they prefer to choose the cheaper one.
Generally, the lab-level testbeds, such as Aqua-Lab, UPPER, SeaNet, UANT, Aqua-
Sim, and UW-Buffalo, are low-cost experimentation platforms and can accommodate
small-scale experiments. Since Aqu-lab, UPPER, and SeaNet use cheaper commer-
cial components at a relatively low price, researchers can learn the architecture
of those platforms easily to set up their own simple underwater test environment.
For beginners, a simple lab-level testbed may be more than enough, and it is the
cheapest one. However, using short-term experimentation platforms, one can con-
duct simulation, emulation, and field-level testing. Aqua-Net, SeaLinx, UnetStack,
DESERT, and SUNSET are in this group. With the simulation tools in these plat-
forms, researchers can implement medium- to large-scale experiments at a relatively
low cost. Long-term field-level experimentation is the most expensive approach for
protocol verification and testing. Lab-level testing, emulation, and simulation can
help researchers in the applications/protocols design process. However, since under-
water applications will eventually be deployed in the ocean, we still need to test
and verify the underwater protocols in these expensive field-level experimentation
platforms before real-world deployment. Ocean-TUNE and SUNRISE are long-term
field-level testbeds, and WaterCom in Ocean-TUNE tries to provide a multi-level
testing platform, which includes small-, medium-, and large-scale testing suites.
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—Reconfigurability and cross-layer design support: A reconfigurable testbed provides
flexibility to researchers in selecting functional modes or adjusting parameters of
hardware and software components. Consequently, they can program the testbed as
necessary to find out the factors that have great influence on specific applications.
Cross-layer design support is another important facility for researchers to design
optimized protocols by sharing information across different layers. This facility espe-
cially helps researchers to deal with spatio-temporally variant underwater channels
by making the information of lower layers available to the higher layers. UANT, UW-
Buffalo, SeaNet, Aqua-Net, SeaLinx, UnetStack, DESERT, and SUNSET provide
this facility by adopting different approaches or by using different hardware or soft-
ware components. UANT uses GNU radio to reconfigure three protocol layers in the
stack, such as physical, MAC, and network layers. UW-Buffalo carries out cross-layer
design by linking a cross-layer controller module and a reconfigurable Teledyne mo-
dem. Therefore, the optimized design can be verified with real underwater modems.
Using SDR, SeaNet provides fully reconfiguration facility across four layers, such
as physical, data-link, network and application layers. Aqua-Net has a cross-layer
interface module, and SeaLinx has SeaLinx Core to facilitate this feature. UnetStack
uses an agent-based information sharing mechanism to provide cross-layer design
support. Finally, ns2-Miracle provides a cross-layer design facility to both SUNSET
and DESERT.

—Adaptability with dynamic channels and modem support: Many simulation and ex-
perimentation platforms adopt complex underwater channel models to handle chan-
nel adaptability issues and improve the accuracy of simulation or experiments.
Aqua-Sim integrates Rogers and PE models that are sensitive to shallow waters.
Both SUNSET and DESERT enhance channel adaptability by implementing a Bel-
lop ray-tracing software model with WOSS. UCONN adopts an AMC scheme to tune
communication parameters in accordance with the change of channels. By using soft-
ware defined communication stack, SUNRISE can adapt with dynamic channels in a
better way. More specifically, this communication stack allows researchers to select
different functional modes, configure or tune protocol parameters, and so on, to op-
timize the performance of deployed applications. A real underwater acoustic modem
can improve the performance of testbed emulation, and it is crucial for testbeds to
support different types of modems that are compatible with different communication
media. For example, SUNSET supports five different commercial modems. Except for
UPPER and UANT, all other testbeds support commercial or experimental modems.

—Seamless transition support and turnaround period: The testbeds that support SEFT
facilitate in designing any new protocol or application and can shorten the overall
design turnaround period. Furthermore, seamless transition among simulation, em-
ulation, and field-level testing enables researchers in reusing code and speeds up the
overall design process and improve design efficiency. Seamless transition implies that
there is no any inconsistency among simulation, emulation, and field-level testing at
the first step. Second, significant amounts of code can be reused, and it incurs mini-
mal effort while exporting code from simulation to emulation and field-level testing,
however, in different approaches. UnetStack, DESERT, and SUNSET support SEFT
and seamless transition. Both SUNSET and DESERT are developed on ttop of ns-
2 and ns2-Miracle, which are primarily discrete-event simulators. Therefore, while
transferring from discrete-event-based simulation to distributed real-time emulation
on these platforms, the transition may require significant changes in code and design
that may bring additional problems. For example, if centralized global network infor-
mation is used in the simulation of certain application, while conducting emulation of
the same application, special caution needs to be taken when the code is transferred
from the purpose of simulation to emulation. For example, it is difficult to identify
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event-timing related problems in the simulation, and so, while exporting the code
written for the simulation to the emulation, many consistency-related problems may
happen in this context. UnetStack has an agent-based architecture, and supports
real-time simulation. Therefore, the same compiled binary code blocks used for the
simulation can be directly deployed on UnetStack-compatible underwater modems
without cross-compilation for the purpose of emulation or field-level testing.

—Remote accessibility: A remote access and control feature is important, especially
for UIOTs (Underwater Internet of Things). UW-Buffalo, UnetStack, DESERT, and
SUNSET are remotely controllable and reconfigurable testbeds. UW-Buffalo has an
IP-compatible protocol stack to facilitate underwater Internet access. UnetStack has
a flexible agent-based architecture, and its remote access agent with a TCP/IP inter-
face provides remote access and control services, which include querying or setting
parameters, transferring files and running scripts remotely, and so on. DESERT uti-
lizes RECORDS to remotely control and reprogram the entire multi-hop network.
RECORDS is an open source software that can be downloaded from the Internet,
and it can easily and conveniently be exported to embedded systems without cross-
compilation. SUNSET uses a back-seat driver to remotely control hardware in the
testbeds that include static and mobile nodes (e.g., AUVs and ASVs). Via the back-
seat driver, researchers can remotely change network topology, activate or configure
sensor nodes, initiate or terminate experiments, change experiment parameters, or
even switch among different tests easily and quickly.

Ocean-TUNE and SUNRISE support convenient remote access and control fa-
cilities for field-level experiments. UCONN has an ARC module to provide remote
control and monitoring capability that includes a reprogram node and a start or
stop program and that can adjust protocol parameters, file transfer, and so on. Wa-
terCom supports cloud-based experimentation nodes, which are online at any time.
Researchers can connect to a cloud-based webserver to submit experiment-related
tasks, set up network parameters, wait for the execution, and obtain results and
status information. SUNRISE provides a unified web interface, namely GATE, for
researchers to access, control, reconfigure testbeds, and run experiments remotely.
It also provides a control shell for advanced users to effectively access the low-level,
complex, and enhanced functionalities after having authentication from SUNRISE
GATE.

—User-friendliness and learning cycle: The simulation and field-level testbeds should
have a short learning cycle. A steep learning curve implies that researchers need a
significant amount of time and effort to get familiar with testbeds. While choosing
testbeds, researchers prefer shorter learning curves, so they need to spend less time
on mastering them and can speed up application development. The characteristics of
the learning curve also depend on the background and knowledge of the researchers.
In other words, the same tool may produce different types of learning curves for
different researchers. Both DESERT and SUNSET are extended from the well-known
open source simulator ns-2, which has a very large community and users. Therefore,
researchers who are familiar with ns-2 need not learn a new software framework
in case they choose to use DESERT or SUNSET. The user-friendliness is another
important criterion, which implies the degree of overall comfort level related to the
usage of the testbed. To enhance user-friendliness, testbeds should have user-friendly
interfaces so researchers can use those in a convenient manner.

8. FURTHER DISCUSSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH

In recent years, although we have seen significant advancements in developing simula-
tion and experimentation platforms to solve the emerging research problems in UWA-
SNs, there are still many important issues and challenges that need to be addressed
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in this context. In this section, we provide a few suggestions and some possible problems
on future research.

8.1. Balance between Simulation and Field-Level Testing

To evaluate protocols or algorithms while developing real applications for UWA-SNs,
it is cost-effective to identify potential problems at the simulation phase before
expensive field-level deployment. Therefore, determining a way to reduce the gap
between simulation and real field-level experiments, and to seamlessly transport
simulation code to real devices at the field without rewriting much code is becoming an
interesting research topic. Consequently, the feature that integrates simulation and
field-level experiments together, and allows transition seamlessly from simulation and
emulation to field-level testing, also becomes an important metric of testbed design.
Furthermore, it is desireable to not have to change the code blocks when transferring
from the simulation to field-levels experiments. Another important issue related to the
seamless transformation is to develop an accurate underwater acoustic propagation
model [105] that can be used in the simulation platforms to simulate different
scenarios and environments thoroughly before real field-level testing. Moreover, to
refine the simulation results for future field-level testing may require tracing the
actual environments of deployment sites into the simulation.

8.2. Comparison among Simulation and Experimentation Platforms

With the development of more and more simulation and experimentation platforms,
more comparison-based studies on some uniform criteria and the corresponding guide-
lines for researchers are required. This is because each platform has its own pros and
cons, and the protocol or application evaluation process is directly affected by that.
Research has been conducted recently in this context. For example, the comparison-
based studies between SUNSET and SeaLinx, and SUNSET with DESERT, addressed
several performance metrics, such as accuracy of the simulation, energy efficiency,
memory overhead, and so on. However, these studies are far from sufficient. Besides
the aforementioned metrics, other metrics for comparison-based studies could include
free accessibility of the resources, scalability, deployment costs, the seamless transi-
tion from simulation to field-level testing, channel adaptability, reconfiguration ability,
user-friendliness, and so on. Note that, due to the diverse and complex nature of dif-
ferent experimentation platforms, finding a unified comparison strategy among them
in an efficient and fair manner is still an open problem [126].

8.3. Optimized Simulation and Experimentation

One of the challenges in designing and testing underwater applications or protocols is
dealing with fast spatio-temporally variant underwater acoustic channels [10, 96, 105].
A promising and appealing method to optimize the evaluation of underwater applica-
tions and protocols efficiently is AMC [116, 119]. Another method is cross-layer design
that utilizes the information of different protocol layers to optimize the evaluation
process of different applications [91, 93, 115]. To deal with temporally and spatially
varying underwater channels, SDR has recently emerged as a potential technology
to design intelligent and self-adaptive testbed environments. Consequently, finding a
way to take the advantages of software defined underwater acoustic technology by
combining SDM and cross-layer design facility is also an interesting research topic.

8.4. Remote Access and Control Facilities

It is very expensive to set up and maintain simulation and field-level experimentation
platforms deployed in the ocean. To lower the evaluation cost of any new application or
protocol, it is best to deploy small-, medium-, and large-scale experimentation platforms
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that are available to a broader group of researchers around the world. The testbed
should be accessible remotely via the Internet so all resources in the testbeds, such as
static surface sensors, underwater sensors, mobile sensors, AUVs, ASVs, and ROVs,
are available to users via a unified and standard interface. More importantly, these
software and hardware components should be reconfigurable remotely so researchers
can book and use them to conduct research seamlessly via simulation, emulation, and
sea-site testing.

8.5. Specific Testbed Design

Currently, most of the aforementioned testbeds are for general testing and evaluation of
underwater communication protocols. We propose to design more specific testbeds tar-
geted for specific research (e.g., research on network lifetime and diverse applications,
underwater spatial channel reuse, mobile sensor networks, or even the next-generation
UWA-SNs). These testbeds can adapt to specific research requirements to achieve
maximum results. To further enhance UWA-SN development, many researchers
have proposed some novel paradigms especially for the next-generation UWA-SNs
[3, 29]. For example, since the existing underwater communication networks take a
hardware-based inflexible architecture, in [3], the authors proposed a software-defined
networking paradigm, SoftWater, which is a virtualizable network architecture with
high network resource utilization and flexibility features. Based on these novel
proposed paradigms, more testbeds should be developed to facilitate the development
of the next-generation underwater sensor networks.

8.6. Smart Testbed Design

Until now, underwater acoustic sensor network testbeds have not been smart enough
to conduct sophisticated simulation and experiments intelligently. In order to acquire
the optimized performance, cross-layer design is the most useful mechanism. As sensor
nodes are becoming more powerful with larger computational abilities, the advance-
ments in artificial intelligence (AI) technology recently have created new opportunities
for progress in UWA-SNs to make them more intelligent in the near future [38, 50].
For example, more machine-learning-oriented protocols or algorithms (e.g., reinforce-
ment learning) have been designed to increase the network real-time, self-adaptability
with the harsh ocean environments, as well as to maximize the utilization of network
resources. To cope with this research trend, we need to create and design AI-supported
simulation and experimentation platforms. For example, we may design deep learning-
based platforms that support pre-training for underwater sensor nodes with automatic
extracted features from the targeted ocean area to increase node intelligence in terms
of environmental adaptability.

9. CONCLUSION

In this article, we present a survey on underwater simulation tools and experimental
testbeds. We first categorize 17 typical simulation and experimental platforms into
three groups, and then introduce the main components of these platforms. To meet the
main objective of this survey, we discuss the architecture, features, and limitations of
each platform separately for each group. Within the same group, we further provide
a comparative study among the selected platforms. Based on the comparative study,
we present some advice for researchers on choosing suitable platforms for their ap-
plications. At the end of this survey, based on the research trend and our findings,
we provide some directions on future research in this context. We believe that SDR
is becoming an emerging technology that has many potential benefits to deal with
spatio-temporally variant underwater communication channels and in designing fully
reconfigurable, flexible, and self-adaptive testbeds for the next generation UWA-SNs.
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More effort should be put into the research on designing shared open source standard
platforms, which can be reached from anywhere in the world conveniently via the Inter-
net. Such platforms will allow researchers to reconfigure their resources and carry out
experiments remotely with reliable results at relatively low cost. Moreover, we believe
that more research efforts on simulation and experimentation platforms will speed up
the development of UWA-SNs.
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